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Tropical Smooth Jazz and Eclectic Jazz 13 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, WORLD: Island Details: This

music is the type you would hear on vacation in Florida or California, and on some Tropical Islands. It is a

warm and peaceful blend of harmonious sound. The arrangements are loaded with hidden spices, that

come forward to vibrate throughout your entire body. This disc takes you on a pleasurable journey from

the beginning with Bob to the end with Hardy. The group "Area 203" consist of members from various

backrounds and the music seems to be reflective of this, making this CD very unique and tasteful. Pianist

Hardy Eason has played with many national acts and has spent the last 20 years in Los Angeles,CA.

Trumpeter William Fluker is originally from Washington DC and has played with many national acts.

Pianist Bob Field has been classically trained and has converted over to playing jazz mixed with a

classical style. Saxophinist John Cizik has been playing in large jazz ensembles and area theater groups

for many years. John is also a DJ on WeBe 108 a radio station in Connecticut. Guitarist Tony Smith has

been having fun playing his ax for a real long time. He has also played with some national acts as well.

Bassist Scott Spallone has been playing with concert and Jazz ensembels and working in pit orchestras

for many years. In addition to all of this Area 203 is actually a whole bunch of people that love playing and

singing, Yes we have some great singers as well. Look for them on the next CD entitled "Crossing

Borders" Note: Check out Bob Field solo Project entitled "Now This Is True Love" Featuring Bob Playing

piano. all original material. Also check out Tony Smith's Solo Project entitled "On The Way To You" both

of these cds are available here on cdbaby.com
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